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What we will be covering today
• Meet the Bed Bug!
• Why do we worry about bed bugs?
• Wichita Public Library’s story
• The 6 stages of a bed bug introduction
• Furniture issues
• Facility issues & preventative measures
• Talking points for the media and public

Meet Cimex lectularius (a.k.a., the common bed bug)

Photo credit: Dr. Richard Naylor, CimexStore, modified by NPIC: http://npic.orst.edu/pest/bedbug/biology.html

The Bed Bug - Apple Seed Comparison

Photo credit: Louis N. Sorkin, BCE, Entsult Associates, Inc. |https://www.flickr.com/photos/lou_bugs_pix/6710289181/

The Bed Bug - Baby German Cockroach Comparison
Lighter beige spot

Adult and late stage instar nymph bed bug

German cockroach nymph

When determining whether you are looking at a German cockroach nymph or a small bed bug, there is one thing to
look for:
• Is there a lighter spot in the middle of the abdomen?
If the answer is yes, you are looking at a baby German cockroach.

Why worry about bed bugs?
Six months after the introduction of one mated, female bed bug into a
location, an infestation scenario could look something like this:
• 121,409 nymphs
• 7,848 adults
• 169,490 bites
Other information to know:
• Female bed bugs will lay between one and five eggs a day.
• Eggs hatch in 6-15 days, depending on the temperature.
• Each developmental stage lasts about 1 week.
• Six weeks after hatching, a female could be ready to mate and start
the cycle again.
Six month infestation scenario information provided by Schendel Pest Services in Wichita, Kansas.

The Bugs Without Borders
Survey (2015)
Every other year, the National Pest Management
Association, in conjunction with the University of
Kentucky, surveys pest management professionals
regarding their experiences with bed bugs over
the previous year. These are the results of the
2015 survey.
Not shown: 17% of pest management
professionals worked with libraries in 2014 to
combat bed bugs. This is up from 12% in 2013.

More information can be found at:
http://www.pestworld.org/

Wichita Public Library’s Story

The cast of characters
• Frontline staff: generally the ones to find bed bugs or bug damage
while working with materials
• The Pest Management Coordinator (or group of coordinators):
responsible for leading the library’s response to pest introductions

• Senior management: responsible for policy decisions and procedural
signoff

The 6 steps of a bed bug introduction
1. Identification of a bed bug or bug damage

2. Quarantine
3. Inspection
4. Treatment
5. Follow-up with customer (including suspension of privileges, if
applicable)
6. Reinstatement of privileges

Identification: Examples of bed bug damage to
materials

Identification: under the cover of a “single dot” book
You may only see a single dot on the outside of the
book…

…but on the inside, you will see that the book really has
been around bed bugs.

Identification: further examples of bed bug damage
to materials

Identification: the prime bed bug hiding spot

Identification: further examples of bed bug damage

It is also not uncommon for bed bugs to be caught inside of
a book, and to be squished inside either the front of back
cover.

Identification: further examples of bed bug damage
It is important to look underneath book jackets, as bed bugs
consider it a very good place to hide. On the left, you can see
the remains of a bed bug that was squished between the book
and the cover. Below, you can see two dead early instar
nymphs.

Quarantine scenarios

Quarantine Scenarios, continued
• Live bugs: More urgent, because the item has recently been exposed
to bugs.
• Dead bugs or damage: questions about how long the bugs or damage
has been there; may have to look at several previous borrowers; may
never be able to figure out the customer with the problem.
• Book drops: need to quarantine everything in the book drop due to
transference
• Book trucks: may need to inspect everything on the cart, but only
quarantine suspicious items.
• Book shelf: may need to look at surrounding items, but not
quarantine them – or you may need to quarantine several shelves
worth of materials.

The quarantine toolkit
Each service point should have a quarantine toolkit that includes:
• Heavy duty Ziploc bags
• (optional) Airtight plastic tubs for storing and transporting bagged materials
• A spray bottle filled with 99% isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol
You should also find an out of the way, secure spot to store materials that are in
quarantine.

The pest management coordinator’s toolkit
• Extra heavy duty Ziploc bags
• Extra airtight plastic tubs for storing and transporting bagged
materials (optional)
• A spray bottle filled with 99% isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol
• An LED flashlight
• A magnifying glass
• Latex gloves
• A library card for placing quarantine holds
• Access to reports on item and patron borrowing history (if available)

Inspection – Print materials

Step 1: Inspect page edges

Step 3: Look under the book jacket, at both the book…

Step two: look inside the front and back covers of the book

…and the cover

Treatment options
There are four different treatment categories for bed bugs:
• Chemicals (Fumigation) – used for materials and facilities
• Chemicals (Residual) – used as a preventative measure in facilities
• Heat – used for materials and facilities
• Steam – used for furniture

Treatment options: chemical fumigation
•There are over 300 chemicals that have been approved
for treating and managing bed bugs.
•The most commonly used chemicals for fumigation are
pyrethrins, an organic compound derived from
Chrysanthemum flowers and pyrethroids, a synthetic
version of the same.
•Other popular pesticides include those that attack the
nervous system of insects. For bed bugs, one of the most
commonly mentioned fumigants (for materials, not whole
buildings) are Nuvan strips, which contain the
organophosphate DDVP.
•DDVP can be extremely toxic to organisms beside bed
bugs, so this chemical should be used with caution and
only after consultation with your pest control company.

Treatment options: heat
Based on studies conducted by Drs. S. A. Kells and M. J. Goblirsch, the National
Pest Management Association developed best practice guidelines for pest
management professionals when dealing with bed bugs. Relating to heat
treatment, their recommendations for the time needed to kill all bed bug life
stages, including eggs, are:
Internal Temperature
113°F (45°C)
118°F (48°C)
122°F (50°C)

Time
7 hours
90 minutes
< 1 minute

http://www.pestworld.org/all-things-bed-bugs/best-practices/guidelines/#bp1292

Narrowing down whether a customer has a
problem
• If an item is returned with bugs or damage, the pest management
coordinator should:
• Place holds on all items currently checked out to that customer and other
customers at that residence;
• Run a report of items the customer has returned in the last month, so that
those items can be inspected for damage.

• If no damage is found, the pest management coordinator may wish to
run a report on who else has checked that item out recently and
follow the above steps for other customers.

Wichita Public Library’s Health & Safety Policy

http://wichitalibrary.org/About/Policies/Pages/customer-code.aspx#health

Health & Safety Policy Questions to ask
• How many pieces of evidence will your library require before
suspending a customer’s privileges?
• Will your library suspend all library privileges or just borrowing
privileges?
• Will you charge customers for damaged materials? Will you only
charge if they damage the materials while trying to treat them
themselves?
• What proof that the bed bug issue has been taken care of do you
need the customer to provide you with for the suspension to be
lifted?

Contacting customers regarding an infestation in
their residence
Some suggested talking points, when discussing infestations with customers:
• [The library] found [live bugs/signs of bed bugs] in items you returned recently. Have
you had any issues with bugs around your house/apartment?
• If yes: Explain that the library needs to maintain the safety of the collection, facilities,
and other customer’s residences, so all borrowing privileges will need to be
suspended.
• If no: Ask if the items in question were loaned to anyone who might have an issue?
Were they carried in a bag that belonged to anyone else?
• If you believe they items in question may have been exposed elsewhere, you may
choose not to suspend privileges at that time.
• If the customer is just not sure what is going on, you will probably want to suspend
privileges until they provide you with a letter or receipt from a licensed pest control
company that their residence has been inspected and/or treated for bed bugs.

Contacting customers regarding an infestation in
their residence
• If they try to lay the blame on the library (which they may try to do, particularly if
you have had to close due to bed bugs in the past), explain that bed bugs are
everywhere now: doctor’s offices, hospitals, schools, colleges, hotels. Have they
traveled anywhere recently? Been to the movies? Been to a doctor’s appointment?
• Recommend they talk to their landlord if they are in a multifamily residence
situation (i.e., apartment, duplex, condominium) -- because it could be that their
neighbor has a problem that has not been treated. Bed bugs have been known to
travel through air ducts, on wires in walls, and through pipes.
• Customers may react to this phone call with a variety of different emotions: anger,
confusion, tears, or embarrassment. Be prepared for anything. If they are ashamed,
you may want to reassure them that there is nothing to be ashamed of, and if you
have other customers who are also dealing with bed bug issues, to let them know
they are not alone.
• What the library would like the customer to do to have their privileges reinstated.

Inspection - Furniture

After bed bugs are introduced into a library environment via personal belongings, clothing, or returned materials, bed bugs will
do what comes most naturally to them: they will try to hide themselves in a tight, warm, dark space, close to a food source. i.e.,
they may try to hide in your library chairs. The arrows point to some of the more common areas bed bugs will try to hide.

Other notes about furniture:
• If you find bed bugs in your furniture, your first instinct may be to get
the piece of furniture out of the public eye as quickly as possible. This
IS NOT what should happen, as the chair could shed bed bugs as it is
being moved across the library. Instead, the chair should be
quarantined in place, either by wrapping it with shrink wrap or
placing it in a furniture bag. Once quarantine wrappings are in place,
the chair can then be moved to the official quarantine area.
• Should you end up discarding a piece of furniture rather than treating
it, you should disfigure the furniture in some way, possibly by
removing its legs or spray painting an ‘X’ on it, to make it less
desirable to passersby.

Facilities: Canine Inspection vs. Human Inspection

Photo credit: Wichita Public Library

•

Trained pest management professionals are only
able to detect visible signs of infestation, leading
to about a 30% accuracy rate in detecting bed
bugs.

•

Canines track bed bug pheromones – which are
exuded by all live bed bugs – leading to a 90%+
accuracy rate in detecting bed bugs.

Facilities – Preventative measures
Your library may choose to enact preventative measures to stop bed
bugs not caught at service counters from spreading further into the
library.

Possible ideas include:
• Diatomaceous earth in book drops
• Sticky traps in book drops
• Cup traps beneath chair legs in seating areas

Facilities: Treatment options
When pest management professionals suggest massive treatment,
there are a few points to consider:
• Just because you treat the entire building today, does not mean that
you won’t have a bed bug walk through the door again the next day,
or the next week.
• Have the bed bugs been found in a single area or multiple areas in the
building. If it is a single area, would it be possible to treat just the
items/furniture in that area? For instance, if you have found multiple
bugs in a seating area on the third floor, but none in any of the
collections, perhaps you could just treat your building’s furniture.

Further policy questions for discussion
• What does your library’s policy say about what sort of belongings may be
brought into library facilities? Are suitcases okay? Bedrolls, bedding, and large
backpacks? Bags of clothes?
• Is there a size limit?
• Is there a limit on the number of personal belongings a customer may bring
into the facility?
• What are you going to do if the person with a bed bug issue is a staff member,
not a customer?

Talking points to share with the media & community
Some of the key talking points for both the public and the media should be:
• Bed bugs are everywhere (hotels, public transit, doctor’s offices, hospitals, nursing
homes, movie theaters) and libraries are probably less likely to have issues with
bed bugs than any of the aforementioned locations;
• Bed bugs are not a homeless problem; they are a traveling population problem. It is
just as likely (if not more so) for a traveler to bring bed bugs home with them from
a trip than it is for a homeless person to be the source of the introduction.
• Bed bugs do not carry or transmit diseases. Extensive research has been done on
this and there is no evidence that bed bugs transmit diseases from one host to the
next.
• Bed bugs are a nuisance, but are not dangerous.
• What is your library doing to combat the problem?
• What steps are you taking to ensure that introductions are stopped quickly?

Final pieces of advice
• Stay calm.
• Educate all staff about bed bug damage as early on in their
tenure with your library as possible.
• If your staff worry about bringing bed bugs home from work,
the best piece of advice I can give is: if you put your clothes
in a dryer, on high, for one hour, all bed bug life stages will
perish. Do not run clothing through the washer first!
• Everything really will be okay!

Questions?

Additional Resources
• Quick Reads for Busy Librarians: The Bed Bug Guide For Public Libraries, by
Sarah Kittrell (2016): http://publiclibrariesonline.org/2016/06/quick-readsthe-bed-bug-guide-digital/
• Infested, by Brooke Borel (2015): A superb social history of bed bugs.
• Kalamazoo’s Community Fact Sheet: http://www.kpl.gov/guides/bed-bugs/
• The National Pest Management Association’s tips for selecting a pest
control company: http://www.pestworld.org/find-a-pest-controlprofessional/tips-on-finding-a-pro/
• The 2015 Bugs Without Borders Survey: http://www.pestworld.org/newsand-views/pest-articles/articles/2015-bugs-without-borders-executivesummary/
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